Data
Destruction

Security You Can Count On
Accountability and control at every step guarantees protection.
The vast majority of data breaches involving

Therefore, Sage integrates pervasive inventory

OUR TRANSPARENCY AND
INVENTORY DISCIPLINE KEEP
YOU SECURE.

control into every logistics and data destruction

The one certainty—mistakes happen. We

procedure to ensure we account for everything,

identify inventory variances, and where they

all the time.

occur, so we can work together to solve

electronics in transition are from loss or theft, not
the failure of the data destruction process itself.

issues before they become data breaches.
Sage automates the detection and sanitization of
all data. We use market-leading independently
certified erasure tools and/or shredding to
destroy all confidential data.
Finally, we create online documentation that data
destruction is complete. Our systems
automatically check the security status of every
device to confirm sanitization before shipping to
the next user.

Our Asset Protection and Risk Advisory
Services provide your Security professionals
with an assessment of risks, vulnerabilities,
and threats to data, assets, people, and
processes.
Asset Pickup

100%

Transportation

92%

Processing

99%

Erasure Validation

100%

Our Key Features

TECHNOLOGY
SUPPORT

SERVICE
OPTIONS

CERTIFIED &
TRUSTED

RECORDED &
STORED

All business
and consumer
technology is
supported, including
desktop, laptop,
mobile phone,
server, networking,
print, copy, etc.

Data destruction
services performed
at your place or
ours, including multipass data erasure,
selective data
erasure, shredding,
or degaussing.

We use data
erasure by Blancco—
certified for Common
Criteria (ISO 15408),
the international
standard for data
sanitization.

All certified data
destruction records
are available online
for you to access at
your convenience.

How We’re Different
#! look/ up manufacturer specs for every
device to ensure we find and destroy the
data, no matter where it’s hiding. Proof of
successful data destruction is available online
for every device, for fast, convenient
reference — your ‘alibi papers’ should you
ever need to respond to a privacy concern.

Your gadgets have more to give 
Learn more at SageSE.com

